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Dont just sit there, get up, play the game, play it again, and again! Thats the message I got from the latest release of Hollywood action-adventure film Mission: Impossible Rogue Nation. This action-packed flick showcases an ensemble cast starring Tom Cruise, Sebastian Stan, Jeremy Renner, Kevin Hart, Simon Pegg and Ving
Rhames. The film is directed by Christopher McQuarrie and released by Fox Pictures on July 31, 2015. A major undertaking, every time film makers have to take on a new language or introduce them to the Indian market. They have been able to overcome these challenges and still retain their popularity. The dubbed version by Luc
Besson Green Street Hooligans fared well at the box office as it was the eighth most successful Hindi action film and the second most successful film by Luc Besson, Sony India said. The box office collections also showed that this trend has not only made it to Tamil Nadu but also Bengaluru, Hyderabad and other metros. Both the

dubbed and the English versions are in cinemas until Sept. 19, the Gajendra Gold Hindi version continues till Aug. 31. The popularity of dubbed Hollywood movies is attributed to the fact that they offer the best quality of audio and images. According to Indian trade analysts, translated film titles have a distinct quality sound, which is
entirely different from that of a dubbed film. Traditionally, dubbed films have a better reach across languages than dubbed translations. According to a trade analyst, dubbed Hollywood movies are the most preferred entertainment medium worldwide. The popularity of dubbed films is high in China, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore,

Taiwan, South Korea, South Africa, Thailand and Malaysia.
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with the trps increasing, viewers are becoming conditioned to expect a certain kind of content and content-delivery from a
channel. streaming of films and other content is changing the way viewers watch movies and pay for it. the content on

streaming platforms like hotstar remains mainly in english, with just a couple of tamil channel packages. because the platform
is also providing a free app for people to choose content on their own, users are discovering tamil content. this content

includes a few hollywood films, a couple of bollywood films and regional content. the content on telugu channels in india is
usually composed of dubbed tamil or telugu content. this does not happen much on streaming platforms. the only exception is
the hotstar-owned prime video, which provides a telugu feed along with english and hindi content. the reason for this is that
most of the telugu content on streaming platforms is purchased and not streamed. tollywood is certainly evolving. the telugu

industry is also seeing a shift in the way content is distributed. starred films are now being distributed through online
platforms. for instance, mission: impossible - rogue nation is being distributed exclusively on prime video. the title is already
popular in the west as it is being distributed internationally by paramount pictures. hotstar3 is being provided free of cost to
users and they can also subscribe for the service. this means that more indian content will be available through the platform.

some of the regional content from hotstar3 is telugu, tamil, kannada and malayalam and will be available in one area at a
time. 5ec8ef588b
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